
Editorial Letter

This is thelast JACT Reoiew for which the current JACT
Features Editor has assumed responsibility. Since
Autumn 1988 three broad themes have been explored:
suggestions for teaching in the classroom, classics in
Europe, and topics of general, scholarly interest. Recently
emphasis has been given to the use of museum collections;
and in this issue an article on the potential of video and
television for classics suggests a new thread of enquiry.
The Features Editor is as always very grateful to all his
authors and should, in particular like to thank the three
professiorial colleagues whose contributions appear this
issue. The close links and shared interests among classi-
cists from primary schools to universities is one of the
great strengths of our subject, and is something that the
JACT Reztiew aims to reflect.

The JACT Features Editor should like to thank his
fellow editors, his editorial advisors, fellow officers of
JACT, CUPPS, and his valued readers for their support
and encouraegment over the past five years.

To the Editors of JACT Reaiew

Sirs,

It was an excellent idea to commission an article about
modern literary theory (Simon Goldhill,'$7ho's Afraid of
Literary Theory?', JACT Revieut Autumn r99r). I am
sure that Dr Goldhill's explanations of structuralism and
related matters will have been found useful by many
readers; it is refreshing to find an adept in literary theory
who is so ready to share his enthusiasm with a wider
audience, and to explain it in intelligible terms. Nonethe-
less, Dr Goldhill writes very much from the adept's point
of view, and I think it is important to try ro make clear that
his is not the only possible approach to these matters.

Dr Goldhill offers us a stark choice between commir-
ment to Theory and 'just doing what we do' as classicists.
This is said to be a confrontation in which only one side
(the former) is 'intellectually tenable'; those classicists
who do not adopt a modern theoretical attitude are stigma-
tised as 'unreflective' and as having their 'heads in the
sand'. This confrontational model is a caricature. It is
utterly unfair to a large number of my (and his) classicist
colleagues, of whom it is certainly not true to say that they
just churn out their scholarly work without thinking what
they are doing. One can hardly be a classical scholar
nowadays - at least not in Newcastle - without constantly
asking questions about method, distinguishing good from
bad arguments, and trying to decide what questions can
and cannot be answered on the basis of the evidence we
have. This is all necessary in pursuit of the aim which Dr
Goldhill claims to share - that of understanding the
ancient world.

There appears to be no room in Dr Goldhill's scheme of
things for the impartial investigator, who has examined
structuralism or other modern theories and found them
lacking in logical coherence or usefulness. He explains to
us what structuralism is, but he offers no real clue as to
why he thinks it works; the most that one can glean from
his article is that he regards some of its ccinclusions as
intuitively satisfying. They do not, however, necessarily
satisfy everyone. Theories like structuralism do not mys-
teriously validate themselves; their validity and usefulness
have to be independently tested. It is clear enough that if
you look at things in a structuralist way, you will get
certain sorts of answers; but that is rather like being told
that if you look at things through green spectacles, they
will look green. What is needed is an account of why these
answers are valid, or why they are better than those
arrived at by other methods.

The situation is much worse when we turn to poststruc-
turalism - a topic which Dr Goldhill hardly addresses,
though it clearly underlies much of what he says. To try to
apply ordinary logical criteria to the assessmenr of post-
structu;:alism or deconstruction carries a large danger of
missing the point, since a follower of poststucturalism (I
presume) would deny the validity of any logical criteria
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one might produce for that purpose. poststructurarists
argue that concepts such as meaning and value are meretransitory products ofideology; Ianguage is for them not ameans of communication but a morass in which anything
can more or less mean anything else. Having ,e_ov.d ul]conventional criteria of validity in interpretation, thepoststructuralist critic is then free to interpret texts in anyway whatsoever. Chance phonetic similarities between
words play a large part in this game, which any reasonably
ingenious academic can keep up indefinitely. If a moreorthodox critic tries to establish some interpretations asvalid in preference to others, he is accused of .privileging,
one interpretation over another for i{eological reasons.

$Zhy should such an apparently negative and empty
theoretical position appeal so much to ,J.r. .orr,._porary
scholars? Partly, no doubt, because of f.ashion; somepeople like above all to feel that they are in rhe intellectual
swim. Partly, perhaps, because it embodies rear feelings ofalienation from traditional \rVestern concepts of culture;
the classics have to be looked at in a new theorerical lighi
because our society is now supposedly so different fromthe society that produced them. yet it is the theorists
themselves who are so keen on establishing an impassabie
divide between rhe modern reader and the Lrts h. srudies,to be bridged (apparently) only by Theory. 'rhere is no
reason why we should automatically accept their assump_
tions. There is still room for a scholarshii which relies oncriteria of historical plausibility and linguistic usage roestablish the probable meanings of texis. This is not
entrenched unreflective traditionalism. It is a recognition
that our culture is a continuation of that of the ancient
world; that in studying the classics we are studying ourown past; and that even if this were not the .ur.l o*shared humanity would take us a good way towards
understanding what the ancient w.iters had to say.

I hat'e no space ro consi.ler properlr,, the question of thejargon of lrteran-theorr.. I sur' m...i1.that it is not theinnocenr technrcal \,!,ca.ulrr]. rhar Dr GoLdhill claims it tobe, but a vocabularv t,i !.,,r rr n hjch nor only confuses theuninitiated bur is als.r .ic_.is:rec to heip in the attempt toimpose particular n.ar.> ,-,r :j::rking, Th. ,s. of this termi_nologl, makes it r-en. lrri;:i: .\,en to formulate anyalternative philosophr:ai p,,.iii,.,n. and the fact that post_structuralists in parti;:,:r _r.l.r rn speaking a different
language from the re :r ,- i L: l;-iglt armost impossible toargue directll' u-ith ther:.

Hostility to structura.l_.:::. ;: >r:rructuralism and the
rest is often representei as h,-,>:tlrri. ro theoretical enquiryin general; the parti'an: .: il:;.i :heories have virtually
hijacked the word Thec,rr. i,-r i.r.an their own type oftheory. Even Dr Goldhill l: it--i lree of this tendency.
However, reasoned objectir-rits tL- tJtiSl t1-pes of modernist
literary theory have begun rLr api-ar rn print, some quite
powerfully argued. These have as -r.h claim to be called
works of literary theory as the otr je.is of their attack. I donot believe that Classics is doomed ii it does not hirch
itself to one particular theoretical bandn.agon. If Classics
survives, it will be because of its inuini,c merits as a
subject worth studying, irrespective of the 

'arious theore-
tical approaches that may be applied to it. It is ultimately
up to the individual to decide what approaches he findsmost useful; and it seems to me to be no more than
arrogance on Dr Goldhill,s part to imply that those who
do not happen to do it his way are unworthy of consider_
ation from an intellectual point of view.

Yours faithfully

J.G. F. PO$rELL
Professor of Latin
University of Newcastle upon Tyne

Historical Technology

Margaret Thorpe
'I teach Latin and Technology, often provokes incredulity
and always demands an explanation. !7ith the demise of
Classical Studies to GCSE level, due to the pressures ofthe NC, in the rr-16 comprehensive schoor of about sixhundred pupils where I teach, I was unexpectedly offered
the chance to teach the Historical Technol,ogy module of aGCSE Technology course to the whole oi y.r. ro on a
carousel basis. This was an exciting opportunity and one I
could hardly refuse, given the advice & Bob young HMIin the JACT Reaieu of Autumn r99r, who urged all

classicists 'to make the most of NC artainment targets andprogrammes of study, especiall' those for history,. So Ifound myself a member of the technology department
posed to contribute to Key Stage .1.

Shropshire has devised a scheme en titled, Technologg forAll, which is intended to make technology accessible to all
1i1['re8ardless of gender, race or ability,. It is a mode 3GCSE first examined by the Midland Examining Groupin r99o. The aim of such a course is to enable pupils todevelop a practical way of thinking right across the curri_
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culum. To achieve this they can choose one module per
term for the first five terms in Years ro and rr, and
identify, plan and evaluate a solution to a relevant techno-
logical problem for each module.

At the Priory School modules currently on offer are
Information Technology, Historical Technology and
Environmental Technology in Year ro and Photography,
Desktop Publishing and Fabric Printing in Year rr.
Pupils study one of these for a whole term and, as there are
six groups in each year, I teach the Historical Technology
module to two groups each term. Initially the time allo-
cation was one double period a week for each group, but
next year this is being extended to three.

At the end of each term pupils produce an illustrated A4
folder on their chosen topic, but they are encouraged to
demonstrate their understanding of the problem solving
process through different media such as a slide presen-
tation and talk to the group, model, wall display or film on
video. The increased time allocation next year will make
the practical part of the course much easier to cope with.
At the moment it is only attempted by a few students.

Course Content
My module Roman Building and Engineering was chosen
because I thought it would appeal to a mixed ability group
of both sexes. I was not wrong as it has proved equally
popular with Special Needs pupils and with the high-
flyers, as these comments from their own Records of
Achievement show. One Special Needs boy wrote simply
'The best lesson in the school'. Another comment which
appeared often was 'I enjoyed learning about something
new. I have found the investigation and research on our
chosen topic interesting and I am pleased with the finished
result'.

The organisation of a totally new course needed careful
planning and I only had a couple of months' notice, but I
was fortunate in being able to use much of the material
which I already had in the classics department. I worked
closely with one of our Deputy Heads, a geographer, who
had already taught the Environmental Technology
module for one year and together we devised a common
approach. For the first three double lessons we would
outline the subject material using the overhead projector
and slides to stimulate class discussion on the issues
involved. This seemed particularly important in my case

because few pupils had much knowledge or experience of
the classical world, apart from what they had gleaned from
projects on the Romans at primary school or their history
lessons during the first year at secondary school.

In these introductory lessons I aim to provide the
groups with a core of material which they can all use if
they wish in their individual studies. First I look at the
role of the architect or engineer in the Roman world and
contrast it with today's role. \We read, in English, one of
Pliny's requests for an engineer' and this leads on to a

discussion about the building activities of the Roman army
and, more generally, how Rome's power and wealth were
acquired and to what uses they were put.

The second week includes a review of some of the
inventions already known to the Romans through the

work of the Alexandrians, inventions such as the screw,
lever, pulley, cog and siphon. This last can be easily
demonstrated in an ordinary classroom with two buckets
and piece of plastic tubing, on loan from the science
department, and there is never a shortage of volunteers to
do the experiment for me! After this, I generally talk about
the range of metals (for tools) and building materials
available to the Romans and discuss sources of power in
both the ancient and modern world.

In the third double lesson I show how the development
of the arch led to the construction of tunnel vaults, cross
vaults and finally the dome, and thus enabled the Romans
to solve two major problems, how to roof a large space and
how to bridge a gap. I have demonstrated the tunnel vault
using a series of human arches and the cross vault,
constructed in Blue Peter style of strong paper, can be
made to support a book if required. Finally, I take the
group through a selection of Roman buildings and struc-
tures from which they choose one topic they would like to
study in depth. They work in pairs, or individually if they
prefer, and they have to identify a problem and show how
the Romans solved it with the technology available to
them, how successful they were and how modern methods
might differ. Some sample problems are circulated to
stimulate ideas and discussion. \We have also been fortu-
nate in being able to call on the expert knowledge of Dr
Roger \tr7hite, the post excavation analyst at 'W'roxeter,

who offered to come in to school to give an illustrated talk
on water engineering at \tr7roxeter, our nearest Roman site.

The number of topics is almost limitless and shows that
classicists have a unique opportunity to contribute to
cross-curricular work. Pupils find that an event in another
discipline, or a school or holiday visit may suggest a

subject for technological exploration. Two girls following
the Cambridge Latin Course decided to investigate the
technology needed by the Romans to storm the fortress of
Masada, and three pupils have just returned from a six-
day camping and cycling holiday in Northumberland, the
purpose of which was to collect information and photo-
graphs for an illustrated talk on the construction of Had-
rian's Wall. Theatres, amphitheatres, aqueducts, baths,
bridges and roads can be treated generally,. but the most
successful projects have been those relating to one particu-
lar building or structure, such as the series of waterwheels
at Barb6gal in Southern France. flere, according to Pro-
fessor Trevor Hodge of Carleton lJniversity, Ottowa, 'is a
well-preserved example of something that, according to
the text-books, never existed at all * an ancient Roman
power-driven mass-production assembly line factory'.,
After examining the solution to the problem of how to
grind enough flour to feed a city the size of Arles, with a

population of about r2,5oo in the fourth century AD,
through the utilization of an old clogged aqueduct, pupils
can compare the alternative methods employed at Pom-
peii, where no such power source was available. Before
embarking on a topic pupils first discuss their choice with
me so'that they make an appropriate one. They must be
able to succeed and feel a sense of achievement at the end.
The less able might tackle the problems of road construc-
tion or the operation of Haterius' crane, while the most
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able can take on a more complex issue such as the
problems involved in delivering water to a city of a million
inhabitants, such as Rome.

Resources
Obviously the whole exercise, where twenty_four pupils
are working on up to fifteen projects, which may all be on
different topics, requires good classroom management and
very thorough resourcing. As a basis for the pupils, own
research I have on extended Ioan from Sfrropsfrire librar_
ies a topic collection of slides: and books which I selected
myself from the shelves. $7e also have a school library and
resource centre where we are just beginning to buiid up
folders of articles from newspup"., 

"rrd 
journals, whicl

can all be located on a computer. I also keep some of these
folders in the classroom. pupils can go to the library to
collect information or use the photocopier during the
lesson and they can also, subject to the availability of word
processors, go into the IT room to type up their research.
Additional marks can be awarded for the ability to com_
municate the problem-solving process using appropriate
media including compurer supported editing t..frrriqrr.r.

My technology lessons take place in the classroom
which has been used as the classics base for a number of
years and where I have therefore been able to build up a
small resource of my own. There is an overhead projecior
which is essential for showing maps, plans and diagrams.In fact I often wonder how I .rr.i -rr"ged to teach
anyrhing at all withour one of these! Students can make
use of all the slides and background material from the
CLC. The slides and filmstrips produced by R. L. Ddalli_
day and those of Visual publications are also excellent for
this course.+ The wall display is another important re_
source and I prepare most of the material myself, mount_
ing postcards and photographs on selected themes such as
markets, latrines and_ bridges. Two posters on Traael by
Land published by Oliver and BoyJ as part of the Ecce
Romani Latin Course have been very ,rr.frrl and so have
Patterns in Architecture and. Bridges issued by pictorial
Charts Educational Trust.

Problems and pitfalls
As I approach my sixth term and eleventh and twelfth
groups respectively, I feel that I am in a position to
evaluate my own methods and consider some of the main
problems and pitfalrs in teaching this module. Firstrv it is
not enough simply to write a description of a set of Roman
baths and list the different processes and amenities. pupils
also have to be dissuaded from copying or paraphraslng
uncritically large chunks from the secondary sources. The
accent has to be on problem solving. So how do you start?
The initial class discussion should have paved the way.
Pupils can investigate how the Romans actually got the
water inro the baths (this is easy, if it is from a hoispring
as at Aquae Sulis!) via an aqueduct (using gravity or a
siphon, or both?), water tower or settling tank, and the
possible methods of heating the different -o*, as well as
the warer. If they include the public latrines they will see
one of the earliest uses of recycling water. Alternatively, it
is possible to concentrate on the architectural problems

posed by the need to roof a large complex of buildings. A
modern leisure centre provides an interesting 

"o.rrpu."iror.Another difficulty for the students is the scarcity of
material and the need to collect it from a variety of sourcesif they choose a topic like latrines or markets. The siteguide books to pompeii and Ostias and the British
Museum series Exploring the Roman World6 give a good
range of examples. Also useful is the excellent series ofFrench archaeological magazines Le s Dos sier s D, Ar chiolo_
gie with past issues available on Les aqueducs romains, Les
thddtres de la Gaule romaine, Ostie port de Rome and,several
other titles. If pupils can,t und.erstand the text, the plans
and illustrations are superb and with help they .u, 

"a 
l.rrtread the captions. This brings me to the question offinding suitable material for the whole ability range. Itisn't easy, but I have written some of my own information

sheets, using simpler language, which c"n U. used by the
less-able, who can otherwise become frustrated at a per_
ceived lack of progress.

Assessment
Each pupil has a logbook which he or she must comprete to
ensure that the assessment objectives are fulfilled. Marks
are allocated equally under seven specific headings:r. the identification of a technological need or problems.
z. The analysis of the proble- ,rrd planning of a solution.
3. The collection of information.
4. The evaluation of the solution.
5. Showing how the solution was implemented.
6. Communication of the analysis to the reader or
audience.

7. The way the pupil applies the knowledge acquired to
extend his own understanding.
It will be noted that only one seventh of the marks are
given for collecting factual information. At the momenr agrade in GCSE Technology can be obtained by submit_ting five modules for assessment and by reahing therequired standard. The final grade will be based on thebest three scores for each of the seven sections listed
above.

Conclusion
As this article goes to press our first candidates have
already been entered for GCSE Technology. It has been
an enormous challenge for myself and rewarding for the
students. This week a student wrote .I have enjoyed doingthis project as each section has brought along a fresh
challenge. I had very little, if any, ioreknowledge ofRoman amphitheatres and it has provided me with anopportunity to learn a little about the Roman way of life,.
But both the general restrictions imposed upon coursew_
ork by the government and the specific requirements ofNC Technology mean that this imaginative scheme has nofuture and my brief career as a technology teacher seemslikely to end.

NOTES

r Pliny's Letters ro Trajan X. 37, 3g. X 39, 4o

z Scientific American ,o: xt. i:'ri*rti 
X'eo' er X e8, ee
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Colour slides with notes: A Roman City : Streets and Monuments SI,
Daily Life Sz. Audio-Visual Productions 1937.
R. L. Dalliday : Ministrips including Aqueducts and Water Supply.
l{arnser, Little Valden, Saffron lTalden , Essex CBro rXA.
Visual Publications : The Green, Northleach, Cheltenham, Glos.
GL54 3EX.
A. Maiuri, Pompeii and G. Calza - G. Becatti, Osria (Istituto
Poligrafico Dello Stato) Guide books to the Museums and Monu-
ments of Italy.
T. W. Potter, Roman ltaly (1987).
S. J. Keay, Roman Spain (1988).
Anthony Kir,g, Roman Gaul and Germany (r99o).
Some useful books
K. D. White, Greek and Roman Technology (Thames and Hudson
reprinted r986).
Henry Hodges, Technology in rhe Ancient \Yorld (Pelican r97r, now

unfortunately out of print).
j. G. Landels, Engineering in the Ancient World (Chatto and lTindus
r978)
L.A. and J.A. Hamey, The Roman Engineers (CUP lg8r).
Miranda Green, Roman Technology and Crafts (Longman).
David Macaulay, Ciry (Collins 1975).
Alan Mc!7hirr Roman Crafts and Industries (Shire Publications
r98z).
A. McKay Virrwius : Architect and Engineer (Inside the Ancient
World Series : MacMillan 1978).
Sir M. r#heeler : Roman Art and Architecture (Thames and Hudson
pbk. 1964).

MARGARET THORPE
Priory School, Longden Road, Shrewsbury.

Aristotle in Afghanistan

Jonathan Barnes

In 1964 the King of Afghanistan was motoring through
the northern parts of his country. On the bank of the River
Oxus, at a place called Ai Khanum, he noticed a promising
mound which he encouraged the French Archaeological
School to excavate. Over the next dozen years they gra-
dually uncovered the remains of what had been a frontier
fortress in ancient Bactria. It was a large and prosperous
city: temples and grand private houses, a palace and a

complex of administrative buildings) a gymnasium dedi-
cated to Hermes and Hercules, a theatre capable of seating
an audience of 5,ooo. In short, there were all the trappings
of Greek culture and Greek civilization - and of great
wealth.

The city was founded in about 3z5BC, a colony estab-
lished by veterans from the armies which Alexander the
Great had led to India. It flourished - but for less than zoo
years: the palace was sacked in about r45 BC, and the
whole city was consumed by fire some 50 years later.

rJ7hy should a philosopher care about Ai Khanum?
\Well, the excavations threw up two brief texts of fascinat-
ing philosophical interest.

The first text is on stone. It is an epigram in two elegiac
couplets:

These wise sayings of famous men of old are dedicated
at holy Delphi. There Clearchus carefully wrote them
down and set them up to shine afar in the shrine of
Cineas.

The epigram was inscribed on the base of a tall monu-
ment) the face of which was covered with the 'wise
sayings'. These sayings were the Delphic mottoes: Know

yourself, Nothing too much, Help your friends, Conquer
anger . . . - in all, about r5o trenchant items of moral and
practical advice. Similar lists were set up in other Greek
cities.

Cineas, in whose shrine the inscription was placed, was
no doubt the founder of Ai Khanum. But who was
Clearchus? His inscription is dated to the early third
century. From this period we know of one famous Clear-
chus - a man from Soli in Cyprus who was a Peripatetic
philosopher and a pupil of Aristotle. We learn from other
sources that this Clearchus had an interest in the Delphic
maximsl and he also knew something about India. (He
wrote a dialogue On Sleep in which he portrayed Aristotle
talking to a Jewish visitor about Indian philosophers.)
And so we may believe that one of Aristotle's pupils
visited Delphi where he carefully transcribdd the cele-
brated mottoes; and that he then made a journey of some

3,ooo miles to the foothills of the Hindu-Kush, there to
have the maxims inscribed on stone in a shrine at the heart
of a new Greek city.

If we have sent Aristotle's pupil to Afghanistan, we have
not yet found Aristotle himself there. For him, we must
turn to the second text from Ai Khanum - a text which, I
like to imagine, was carried to the city in the same
knapsack which contained the Delphic maxims.

This text is a small fragment of papyrus - or, rather, it is
the mirror-image of a fragment of papyrus. The papyrus
itself was trodden into the clay floor of the palace library.
In time it disintegrated - but not before the ink had been
impressed, like a child's transfer, onto the clay. And two
thousand years later the archaeologists found a small lump
of earth covered in mirror-writing. Another similar
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impression, even smaller and containing a few words oftragic verse, was found nearby. Oai.i*r., the entirecontents of the library have perished.

^ 
Th.. text contains parts of four columns of writing. Thefirst 

.has nothing legible on i. ,.rJ-irr."ro.r.rr, containsnothing consecutive. The middle .ofr.rrnrm lr. better pre_served; but even they are fragmentary, anJ the broken andbackward tetters are difficult1" -"kJ;;;.;.ciphering thetext is like solving a subtle crossword puoir. Let us look,in apreliminary way, at one of the clues.
Three lines near the top of column II look roughly likethis:

YA)AfArrn
-)lMAt r^dn H /

A/-)Yo n

portrayed as platonists: they both agree to something to dowith the Forms.
Thus we find, at Ai Khanum, the remains of a dialogueabour a cenrral part. of plato,s phiL"r;;;y. The text iscertainly not ro be identified *i.t u.r5, l.her survivingwork' It was pretty clearly , a..rr.rr."i work and not aliterary exercise or a- piece of pop;i;;ir"tio.r, u cursoryglance is enough to show that ii.'", p."i.rrional in toneand aspiration. Moreover, it was w.iti.r, from a platonic

standpoint.
The Theory of Forms.seems strange to many modernreaders. We know that it seemed iirilrr to some ofPlato's own pupils, Aristotle u,,o.rg,i._, ,"a there was alively debate abour the Theory in"the ,1.""a half of thefourth century BC. Our text r!flects irri, Luu,.. Can wesay anything more precise about lt, purti.rrt"r topic _ andits author?
Look, next at a second clue to the crossword. Oneimportant word occurs a number of times: it is the wordc,iltov, .,cause,, or ,,explanation,,. In ;;1";" III, at lines6.-7 , the following letters are visible. (This time I set themdown in their correct order, not in tfr. ,rir.or.a form inwhich they appear on the lump of .r;;d"^'

TOTHXM. .EXEQXA. . .ON

/ AAAA t
/\ A \ ^-r\ )^ ) {c

3ri-l ffi v
Note, first, the short horizontal mark between line 6 andline 7. This is what the ancienrs ,allrd-^ porographos, and.it was used by scribes to indicate u-.h"rrg. of speaker.Extra spacing between words also served the same func_tion - and we can make out ,rr.t .pu.i.rg in the middle oflines 6 and 7. So it is clear that ,t . i.*'a was a dialogue.This conclusion is confirmed by line ;,-;... we can makeout the letters nu_epsilon_pi_iota_epsiion, which spelle'inev backwards _ .,he saidi. ffr. ,'.ri of the fragmentcontains other paragraphoi, so that there can be no doubtabout the nature of the text U.fo.. ,r.
Next) near the left_hand edge of line 5 we can read thefour letters sigma_alpha_epsitln_aetia, iottowed by whatlooks like the bottom bit of an iota. ihis spells i6eogbackwards. The word is familiar,o..ua.., of plato; for itis one of the terms which he uses i., .o.rrr*tion with his so_called Theory of Forms. The Forms ur. iii.rg. Iike Beautyand Justice and pallor. According to pi"to, all beautifulthings share something^ in 

"o*iro.r, ,urr.ty Beauty.Beauty, unlike the beautiful Flelen, l, 
"Ura.u.t and change_less and eternal; we cannot perceive it, but we can grasp itwith our intellects; and if plato is ,Oni,- then it and itsfellow Forms constitute a realm of pur-. b.i.rg, superior tothe ordinary items which we see 

""a 
,.".f,.

So it looks as though our texr *u, u philosophical
dialogue, and in particular a dialogue i.r.i.rg on plato,s
philosophy. This is confirmed Uy tti. ,.riof ,l. fragment.,Jfords for the Forms re-appear. And we also find the verbper6Xerv, "to share in,,. According to ptato, Flelen, and allother beautiful objects, .share iniBer",y _ that indeed isiust what it is for them to be beautiful.
.At thg beginning of line 6 _ or rather, at the endof line 6when it is put the right way around _ rhere come the lettersgamma-epsilon_mu_alpha_phi. This is <pap6y (i.e. <pop6vjbackwards: ,,we say,,. This one *ora, irii.r, is preceded

!y a gan, tells us quite a lot. A .frr.r....l, a dialogue ofPlato's will often remark ..I7e say,, i" 
";l;; to agree withwhat his colleague has just said. ipeake.i..*urr..: .,$7e

say-that so-and-so, don,t we?,,. Speaker B replies: ,,$7e
say", i.e. ',yes, we do,,. Now i" or. iao, ,p."f..r A issaying something about the Forms; anJ'speater n isagreeing. So we may infer that th! two speakers are

In the middre of this, the eye of faith will make out thewo^rd pe06(eoq, the genitive singular of the abstract nounp60e[rg, "sharing',, which is colnate *ii , ,t. verb per6_
Xs1v. After this, 

t. :.::.l"old expert will suggestAITION, the word which o".r., 
-'.ir.where 

in thefragment.
Thus III 6-7 offer.us the phrase ro 14g pee6[eroq u,[rtov,'the cause of the sharin*,. OIO tfri, pt r"'r".i unpromising asit appears- at first glance, allows 

", i. _"0. a great leapforward. $7e know from Aristotle that one of the problemswhich most exercised plato,s p"pil. :;;;erned the causeor explanation of ,sharing,. Let us grant plato that thebeautiful Helen somehow .shares i";;;. abstract entityBeauty. How, then, we might ask, can this straring possi_bly come about? The Form of d.";;;^;;relf can hardtyexplain how Helen comes to share in Beauty. So it looks astfolsh ptato must p,osit somethi;;l*;ver and abovethe Forms, which will act as the cJuse o-i }I.t.rr,, comingto.share in Beauty. But then whatever _Ona this .some_
thing else, be? The phrase at lt {i r-rj*.r., that thisvery problem was the subject or the aiscus-sion in our textfrom Ai Khanum.

An obscure paragraph in Aristotle, s Metaphysic., takesus further. The world we live in is constanity .t 
"nging 

i., avast number of waysl and according to Aristotle, thesechlnse_s have been going on for ever uia *itt go on for ever- for the world is eternal. It is relativety-.*ry, Aristotlethinks, to explain some of the particulu. .hurrg., we seearound us - but how are we going to find an appropriateexplanation for the fact that tt.r.-.t u.rg.r'go on yor eaer?Aristotle complains that none of his predecessors

says why there will alzoays be change or what theexplanation for this eternal change ir."ihos. thinkers
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who posit two principles must say that there is another
more authoritative principle - and so too must those
who posit the Forms; for they must explain why tl:rings
share in the Forms.

'Those who posit the Forms' are Plato and his followers.
According to Aristotle, they are obliged to posit the
existence of some 'more authoritative principle'which will
explain why, in a world of eternal change, ordinary objects
come to share in the Forms.

This text is intimately connected to our fragment. The
final question,'\Yhy do things share in the Forms?', is the
main question addressed in our fragment. The reference
to 'eternal change', which somehow makes the main ques-
tion more pressing, has a precise parallel in column III.
The suggestion that proponents of the Forms must posit
'another more authoritative principle' is again echoed, in
virtually the same words, in column III.

Thus the problem raised in the Metapfuysics passage is
the very problem discussed in our fragment. And it is
raised and discussed in the very same terms. It is very
tempting to conclude that Aristotle himself was the author
of the Ai Khanum text. Among Aristotle's many lost
works there was a book called On the Forms which we
know to have been a critical discussion of various prob-
lems raised by Plato's Theory. Did Clearchus take a copy
of On the Forms with him to Afghanistan? And did
Aristotle, in his writings if not in person, travel all the way
to Afghanistan?

There are many more detailed questions which we shall
want to ask of the fragment, some of which can be given a
plausible answer and others of which will remain vexingly

intractable. But it is plain enough, I hope, that the
fragment is an enormously exciting little thing. Even if it
was not in fact written by Aristotle himself, it certainly
belongs to his period and his circle; and it sheds a little
more light on one of the turning-points in the history of
philosophy. For from the discussions, in themselves often
arid and scholastic, which were generated by Plato's
Theory of Forms, there eventually emerged Aristotle's
own philosophical theory. And that theory, whether we
are aware of it or not, so dominated the later history of
'Western philosophy that it became a part of our ordinary
understanding of the world.

There is another point, too. Philosophy, we know, was
an immensely popular subl'ect among the Greeks. Anec-
dotes assure us that Theophrastus, Aristotle's friend and
successor, would attract as many as 2rooo people to his
lectures; and that when Stilpo, a celebrated logician, was
rumoured to have come to Athens, the shopkeepers shut
down for the day in order to hear him. But it was not only
in cosmopolitan Athens that philosophy was favoured. In
other cities and other lands, philosophical argument
thrilled. And we now know that in a remote garrison town,
three thousand miles east of Greece on the banks of the
Oxus, there was a library which contained not merely an
introductory Teach Yourself Philosophy but a highly
technical treatment of some central problems in Plato's
Theory of Forms. Those were the days.

PROFESSOR JONATHAN BARNES
Balliol College, Oxford

The Greek Museurrr, f)epartrnent of Classics,
University of Newcastle upon Tyne

Andrew Parkin

The Greek Museum in Newcastle University's Depart-
ment of Classics is unique in more than one respect. First
of all it has the distinction of being the only specialist
Greek Museum in the country. Secondly it is essentially a
creation of the last thirty five years. This collection began
humbly in 1956 with the acquisition of three Mycenaean
pots; it now numbers well over 8oo objects and forms a

departmental asset which, though small, has claims to
international stature.

The scope of the Museum is suprisingly large for such a

small collection and extends to items of Near Eastern and
Celtic, as well as Roman manufacture. However its main

emphasis is on Greek and Etruscan artefacts. Ceramics are
particularly well represented and include some fine pieces
of Attic red-figure pottery; over a hundred Attic undecor-
ated or 'black-glaze' potsl examples of Corinthian wares;
Etruscan Bucchero pottery; and a series of architectural
terracottas from Sicily and Magna Graecia. The Museum
also has a significant collection of metalwork, possessing a
good range of Greek arms and armour, fittings from metal
vessels and bronze figurines.

A large proportion of the Museum's holdings are
housed in an attractive, purpose-built gallery within the
Department of Classics, and this is open to the public.
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Nevertheless, because of the constraints of space imposed
on the Museum, many items are not on public disply. A
study collection exists, arranged separately in a nearby
room. In addition there is a group of nearly thirty sculp_
tures, on permanent loan from the rJ7ellcome Institute,
which are kept in another building altogether.

The Museum,s primary role is as an educational re_
source. It forms an indispensable prop in the department,s
undergraduate courses in Greek art and archaeology,
enabling students to confront examples of ancient .r"ftr-
manship at first hand. At a more advanced level, itprovides rich opportunities for research scholars. Thepublication of material in the Museum was begun some
twenty years ago and includes a booklet entitled, Greek
Arms and Armour, which is available to the public.
Obviously the Museum also caters for students who are
not at graduate level or above. But, while school parties
have always been welcome, it is only recently thai steps
have been taken to develop the Museum,s educational
potential for schools. A major incentive for improving the
Museum's resources was the introduction of , iomprriso.y
unit (Core Study Unit 5) on Ancient Greece as part of the
National Curriculum.

For teachers interested in bringing school parties to the
Museum a handout is now available,which includes some
ideas of how the Museum can be used for educational
purposes. It suggests various ways in which children
might gain insights about the culture they are studying by
coming into contact with some of its maierial remains. A
visit to the Museum can be used to supplement of Ancient
Greece, such as everyday life, religion or the a.ts, covered
in the classroom. Apart from the specific study of Ancient
Greece the handout outlines some of the more general
areas of interest within the scope of the collection. For
instance it can serve as an introduction to the use of
archaeological evidence for understanding the past or as a
starting point for the study of a key period in western art
history. In addition ro rhe handoui there is a Museum
glossary, providing an explanation for some of the more
obscure aspects of the Museum's labelling. Finally there
are also activity sheets intended for junior scfroot children.
These are designed to make the children look at items in
the museum in an active rather than passive way and
include drawing as well as written .*.r.i..r.

The current resources available for school parties are at
what may be termed the ,experimental, 

stage and therefore
are subject to change. In fact once teachers and pupils let
us know exactly how useful they are and how theyian be
improved it is Iikely that they will be altered. A more

ambitious expansion of the Museum,s educational facili_
ties is intended in the near future, thanks to the generosir\.
of private benefacrors. At the moment ,rr. u"i."*-jir_
play is directed at an academic audience and assumes some
understanding of the background to the exhibits. Ar
artempt to place the objects in the collection within their
historical, sociar and geographical contexts is therefore oneof the main priorities for the Greek Museum. By using
maps, diagrams and information_panels the Museum cai
become more accessible to a wider audience, including
school children. Such a re_organization of the displaf
would additionalry ailow for a better utilization of trr.
available space. At the moment the Museum can only take
a maximum of fifteen visitors; a wider display, including
information set out in front of the Museum gallery, would
make visits by larger groups easier. Other projects are also
planned for the near future. These include the creation of
activities centred around pot fragments from the reserve
collection and replica Greek pots, both of which can be
handled. once again the intention is to involve children
_._19..tV 

and actively with materials from the Ancient
STorld.

Obviously most of the present schemes are aimed atpupils studying Core Study Unit 5, but in the long term it
is hoped that the Museum will be able to cater fbr a wider
range of age groups. The provision of slide packs and
notes for schools, illustrating and describing some of the
more interesting exhibits, is just one way in which the
collection could prove of use to older pupils. Another
possibility is the creation of materials for use by secondarr.
school pupils and teachers visiting the Museum

The Greek Museum is entering a period of considerable
expansion in terms of its development as an educational
resource for schools. It is also, hopefully, entering a period
of closer co-operation with schools, in which teachers andpupils will be able, by their comments and ideas, to
influence the provision of educational materials.

The Museum is open during the week, from 9.3o am _
4.3o pm (closed r.oG-2.oo pm) and entrance is free. School
parties are welcome but should book in advance (maxi_
mum capacity in the Museum gallery is limited to r s
persons). For further details contact the Departm.rr, oi
Classics, University of Newcastle upon Tyne (o9r
2227966.

Greek Mu s eum As s i stant, 
".t).*:y.I3,:,T,::University of Newcastle upon T..ne.



The ART of television . . . and l{orner

Tony Coe

The impetus behind this article is the recent work carried
out by colleagues at the BBC Open University Production
Centre and the Open University Classics Department
preparing, shooting and editing video footage for a new
Open IJniversity course called Homer: Poetry, Archae-
ology and Society. Our previous excursion, four years ago,
into the field of distance teaching classical studies was a

course on fifth century Athens. As well as written teaching
material, set books and ten audiocassettes, we produced
eight half hour broadcast television programmes. The
subjects ranged from a specially commissioned version of
Aeschylus' Prometheus Bound, by the Irish poet Tom
Paulin, to an exploration of the significance of landscape to
fifth century religious traditions and practice. However, in
order to make sensible decisions about where the relatively
slender resources available to us to make the progra[lmes
would be best spent, we had to be very clear about what
television could present to students, better than any other
medium. Experience and discussion showed that tele-
vision could take viewers to places that they probably
would not get to themselves, (less well-known sites like
Thorikos and Laurion, as well as the Athenian Acropolis,
Sounion and Eleusis). \tr7e also knew that we could show
them those places in ways even visitors to those sites could
not see them (from the air by helicopter, from and perched
on top of the Parthenon itself). We could also synthesise
visual evidence from three different locations (the British
Museum, the Louvre and the Parthenon) and electroni-
cally at least, rebuild the Parthenon in glorious technico-
lour. $7e could also present recorded examples of drama,
in performance, both in complete versions and as extracts
for comparative analysis.

Given the subject of the new course - FIomer, Poetry
and Society, we knew right from the start that video would
have a vital role to play in presenting both literary and
archaeological evidence. But how was that visual evidence
to be presented and how were students to use it? One new
element of the proposed course structure is that about two
thirds of the way into the course students will be asked to
prepare, in consultation with their tutor, an extended
essay on a Homer-related subject of their own choice.
Since we had already decided that visual evidence was

important, we needed to find a way of giving students
access to that evidence for use in their essays.

For that we needed to do more than simply broadcast
programmes to them, (after all it's no good trying to quote
a reference from a book that you've already had to take
back to the library). The only way of providing that
opportunity would be to send out the material on video-
cassette. But what exactly are the differences between
videocassettes and tv programmes?

For a producer there are certain clear distinctions,

which can be illustrated from our experience over the past
decade producing both audio cassettes and broadcast radio
programmes. Material produced for radio is linear, it has a

narrative structure that should take you from beginning to
end, without any need to stop and go back, because, quite
simply, you can't go back, at least not until after you've
listened through once if you're recording, and not at all if
you're not. Radio can present a cumulative argument very
persuasively. Tone of voice, expression and so on play a

large part in this. However, it is not a good way of
conveying complicated information that you need to ana-
lyse and evaluate. The prime difference in using audio
cassettes is that the listener can stop and start them at will.
They can convey complex information, and they can be
used to set up an interaction between the listener, the tape
and some other source or activity - an exercise on reading
an architectural or site plan for example, extracting infor-
mation from paintings or sculptures, or from historical
documents.

Perhaps the most exciting thing from a producer's point
of view is that the stop/start/rewind facilities of an audio
cassette can be used to interrogate the cassette material
itself. For example, a taped interview can be listened to
many times and analysed for the coherence and validity of
the arguments expressed, as well as investigating the ways
in which they're expressed. The drawback of the teaching
audio cassette is its lack of appeal for a non-specialist
audience, and its essential unbroadcastability - it's specifi-
cally designed not to be listened to in one sitting, or
without the other supporting materials.

Clearly similar advantages and disadvantages ought to
operate with regard to videocassettes and broadcast tv as

well. However, while we had plenty of experience of tv
production, putting the theoretical possibilities of video
usage into practice was rather more of an unknown quan-
tity, which brings me back to the title of this article.

Like the things we often see on television it is not quite
what it seems. In this case A R T is an acronym that has
helped me to define, after the shooting bt:t before the final
editing, the functional roles that video will play in our
investigations of 'Homer'. (Whether television is art in the
other sense) is a fascinating but alas, separate issue.) So

what are these roles?

A is Archive
With a video camera and videotape (or a film camera and
filmstock) you can record and keep non-repeatable perfor-
mances or processes. For the first part of this course,
which deals with the Homeric epics as stories both in the
written literary form we now have and their oral origins,
we decided to re-present some different forms of story
telling - from a group of children listening to the story of
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Odysseus and the ba^S 9f winds, Iying on their backs,looking at picrures o! the Odyssey"painted by WilliamKent on the ceiling-of the Kini,s 6rlt..y inV(ensington
Palace - to an Indian ,,ory_,Jll., ,i"gi"g and playing
stories from the Ramayana, in a Hindu temple in southernIndia, as part of a religious ceremony.

The second part of the course, an in,restigation of thematerial evidence for both the poems and their 
"",ho.a;1,involved recording on sites 

"rrd 
in museums evidence ofpots and artefacts: from vases in the British Muserm togolden masks in the Athens Natioial a..fr".otogi""i

Museum, pots at Chora Museum, 
".rJ ", the Canakkaleand Izmir Museums in Turkey; from the cit"aet, g.avecircles, tholos tombs and houses of Mycenae to thearchaeological/architectural remains at pylos, Tiry;r,Xeropolis at Lefkandi, Ithaki; and of course the manylayers of Troy. !7hich is where, in the nicest possible way,we found we had been beaten to the draw as it were, by thecurrent excavator, professor Manfred Korfmann. Forseverar years now, he and his team have been using videoto record both the technological processes of excavation

and the results.

-. 
Not wishing to anticipate the r99r season,s results, wedid not record the current work, but we were given every

assistance to record-the rest of the site, both o.r rh. g.orrrrd
and from the air. S7e also obtained 

" 
du*r interview withProfessor Korfmann, in which t. .*ft"irr.d the back_ground to his work at Troy, information which will serveas a useful adjunct to written records of the Troy .*.uu"_tions. (Imagine if the video cameru fruJ t..., available tointerview Blegen, or Dorpferd o, .u.r, Schriemannr) weinterviewed the eminent Turkish archaeologist, professor

lkrem Akurgal amidst the ongoing .*.ruutio.r, of AItDmyrna.
Inevitably, on location, much more is recorded on tape(it is much cheaper than firm) than can .rr., u. acco'uno-

dated in the final progra[une or cassette. Increasingly weare holding on to all this material after the original cassetteor programme is complete (though there is a major prob_lem of storage of course), becaus'e or its fote.rtiar usefur_ness to other interested parties. And because video tapeediting does not involve physically cutting the tape, theoriginating material can be stored in f,rtt, *fri.f, leads us to

R is Resource
$Tithout archiving, there would be no source material, butthe value of an archive is not realised 

""rlf 

-i, 
is consulted,for consultation involves selection. For example, our videofootage of Mycenae included sfrots of theiion Gate, fourseparate tholos tombs (inside and out), grave circle A, themegaron, the fortifications (original and later), details ofcyclopean masonry, construfii;n techniques, post holes,the houses, Mycenae in the landscape (iom tfr. groundand from the air), and so on. To ,o_.orr. researchingburial customs of rhe Bronze Age, the ;;i., tombs andgrave circle A are of interest, thi rest isn,t. To someone

else investigating the location of fortifieJ ,it.s in relationto the landscape, aerial footage of Mycenae fand Tiryns) isclearly useful.
So a video archive of this sort of material is like a library

of moving slides, availabre for speciarist research anrgeneral enquiries alike. rt can give students access t(places, perspectives (eg from the a-ir) and events that mosrof them won,t ever have the time, money o, oppo.tlrrrity tlget to themselves. ,. .T-be used by inaivijudr;;;;;groups with a lecturer. Modern video record.ripLvU".f
technology already allows the viewer(s) to control theavailable information _ you can fr..r. frames, pause thetape, run back or forward and show sequences in slowmotion, and all with pre_recorded or live commentary oreven silently if you wish. And all the material can beidentified second by second, u."u.rr. oi what is cared itstimecode - essentially an electroni. a*a...

But once this resource video material has been con_sulted what do we get from it?

T is Text
This role for video. produces something that mosr closelyresembles a traditional rv programm.l That,s ao ,"V 

-"
linear narrative, that presents either a statement of, or anargument about a particular subject, deploying ,.t..,.jvideo foorage as evidence o_f the poi"tirl of view beingexpressed. Like everything that is seen on tv, the finishedwork is a construction, and needs to be seen as such _ thechoice of shots, their juxtaposition through editing, choiceof music, effects or quotations, as well ,r'ah. *or. explicitevidence of the commentary or interviews used, all theseinteract to produce the final .text,. And to understand

what it might mean, this text must be viewea critically andthe assumptions, viewpoints and pr.irai.es of its con_srructors identified, as far u, porribi.. (Of course theviewer's assumptions, expectations etc. may also be use_fully thrown into relief by such ,r"ly;;;j
The huge advantage of video fo, tfri, t irra of study is thecapability of rewinding and reviewirg tfr. material, treat_ing it just as one would a printed ""r*1..- 

ft. ;;n*advantage, to those with access to tt . rooirge from whichthis text has been derived, is that tt e eaiting and selection

-choices 
made by the text's producers *r' u. identified.You can see what's been left orrt, u, well as what,s been putin. That should lead to u, 

"*rr.rr.r.-,tu, the originalfootage was itself a selection. How often-are we led intoassigning an importance to ruins, sites or artifacts simplybecause they are the ones that have survived or becausethey are the most photogenic? rf new rerevant texts are tobe produced, then the footage rn.y 
"r" 

produced from willneed updating too, as more finds are mad., more perfor_
mances are produced, and new ways of approaching anddealing with the issues are devised.

C is in Conclusion
As I hope has become clear, what is as important as theprovision of visual source material are the processesinvolved in providing it _ not the t."frrri.ut but themethodological - and the need to be as op1., u, possible
about the impact of those processes. Analysis involves notjust the evidence but how u"a *fri.iut" evidence wasgathered and selected, and what *"r G out. Finalry,there's an intriguing irony in that our investigations of theHomeric poems have led 

", ,o .*ptor.' someof 

)
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profound social and cultural changes that are thought to
have occurred in and between an oral culture and a literate
society. The irony is that these investigations are being
carried out at another time of profound social and cultural
change, characterised in part at least, by the move from a

literate to a post-literate society. The power of literacy has

not been transcended, but incorporated into the popular
technology of the computer and the television.

Literacy is in no way a redundant skill, indeed I would
argue that if we are ever to cope adequately with the
volume and variety of information presented on television,
we are going to need to extend the hard won skills of
analysing and understanding the written word to what
appears on the television set and the video screen. So we
shouldn't see this kind of 'reading' as a threat, rather it's
an opportunity to extend our understanding, and if, after
taking the course on Homer, students were aware of some
of the ways in which our views of the world and our place

within it are shaped and constructed, then I would con-
sider the course had achieved at least one of its aims.

In r99o Tony Coe (producer) and Dr Colin Cunn-
ingham (presenter), won the British Archaeological
Society's Channel 4 award for Acropolis ltrozo . . . the public

face of the State, named as the best television programme
on an archaeological subject produced in r989-9o. This
was the fifth of eight programmes produced for the Open
University course, Fifth Century Athens: democracy and
city state.

Homer: Poetry and Society a new Open University
course will be presented for the first time in February
1993.

TONY COE
Senior Producer, Arts
BBC Open University Production Centre

Classics Teaching in Russia

Alexei Muravlev

Russia provides a fruitful soil for the teaching of Classics
because of the great influence exercised on it by the
Byzantine nor6eio,. The first steps in the teaching of
Classics in Russia were made by the Greek enlighteners,
the Lichoudes, who organised the teaching of Greek and
Latin in the famous Academy of Slavonic, Greek and
Latin Studies.'u Since that time much has changed: at the
end of the rgth century after the School Reform' many
classical gymnasia and lycees on the German model were
established. Then after r9r7 the teaching of Classics was
suppressed as a subject ofno practical use for workers and
peasants. In 1934 the Stalinist authorities began to elabor-
ate a new programme of teaching Classics in schools. This
experiment lasted several years then it came to a halt, but
they began again to teach Classics in the universities or
other tertiary educational institutions after a long interval
(t9r7-r934). Only in 1986 (with the beginning of peres-
troika) some schools began a campaign to reinstate Latin
and Ancient History in the school curriculum and a few to
reinstate Greek too. Apropos of the present situation one
can cite Heraclitus' words llsvts pei roi o06dv p6ver.
There are now many lyc6es and gymnasia, some run by
public institutions, others private, where Latin and occa-
sionally Greek too are taught, but there is no overall
system) no curriculum and worst of all there are no
textbooks. Enthusiasts elaborate their own programmes)
write their own courses and supply their pupils with
photocopies.

In the field of higher education Latin is taught in nearly
all institutes of Law, History, Philology, and Medicine.
Ilowever, the Latin courses followed by Law and Medical
students are very general and basic. Some students of Law
and Medicine for instance believe that there are only two
cases in Latin. Special courses of Latin for students of
History are taught only in Moscow and St. Peiersburg.

The situation is of course better in theological institutes.
In Moscow and St. Petersburg Theological Academies
and Seminaries Latin or Greek is compulsory, but prefer-
ence is usully given to Greek being the language of the
New Testament and Church Fathers.

Only two universities in Russia, Moscow and St.
Petersburg, have departments of Classics. In Moscow
students in the Classics Department study Classical Phil-
ology and also Modern Greek. In St. Petersburg students
of Classics study Classical Philology and Russian Phil-
ology. This differs from the system which existed before
the Revolution. At that time in the universities of Moscow
and St. Petersburg there was a joint faculty of History and
Philology where students studied Classical Philology and
either Comparative Linguists or Russian Philology.

In order to enter the Classical Department of Moscow
university now one has to pass entrance examinations in
Russian Literature and Language, Russian History and
one foreign language. As there is no Classics programme
in schools there is no entrance examination in either Greek
or Latin. Students enter the University and study for 5
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years. The first two years are usually devoted to grammar
and primary skills. In the 3rd, 4th and 5th years studentsfollow courses in Greek and Latin u.rihor, (read in theoriginal), The History of Greek, Roman and Later
Ancient Literature, and the historical grammar of Greekand I atin. They also study Modern ire.k and ModernGreek Literature. AII courses ar. compulsory: to gain adegr_ee one must pass 4 exams and 5 interviews" in Greekand Latin, 2 exams and 3 interviewi in Modern Greek, rexam and r interview in the history of Greek, Latin, andlate antique literature, r exam in the History of Greek andr in the History of Latin. There are also .o*prrlrory
courses in Latin and Greek Epigraphy, Greek Art, GreekPalaeography, Ancient Uisto.y, arr.i*a pfritorophy andPedagogics.

From the second year onwards students have to write apaper each year on a subject of their own choice, butconcerning Ancient Literature, Linguistics, or, more rar_ely, Epigraphy or palaeography. prr.1v ,,.ra..r, must workin collaboration with his academi. ,ri.r.,riror, who marksthese papers. Sometimes students .froora an externalsupervisor from one of the ,Academical, 
Institutes: or, in afew cases, from a Theological academy. Supe.,riso.s haueduties similar to rhose of tutors at Oxford University: theyadvise students and give them bibliog."phier. The univer_sity course also includes excursions- to lvtor.o* and St.Petersburg museums with lectures on Greek and Romanart, and lectures in archaeology in the museum of Cher_sonnesos in Sebastopol. Now in Moscow there are about6o students and as many in St. petersburg.

Now various textbooks for high s.noJi in Latin andGreek are available. Unfortunate[, these ,.. fo. the mostpart outdated.
Surprising as it may seem, Russia does not publish asingle classical periodical. Both Moscow University press

and St. Petersburg University press publish collections ofarticles from time ro time on the suby.ect of ClassicalPhilology. In Moscow for instance such collections bear aseries title Voprosg Classicheskoi Filotogii (euaestiones
Philologiae Classicae).

one interesting feature of the current state of classic:
teaching in Russia, which indicates a growth of popular
interest in Classics, is the appear".r.. Jf private teachinpinstitutions running parallel to the state system, such asthe Moscow Free lJniversity of Cultural History and theMuseum Graeco-I_atinum. These try to give students
some knowledge of Greek and Latin but do nor entitlethem to a degree. Some university professors also give
courses in the private sector because the salary there ismuch higher. The Museum was founded on rhe initiative
of academician J. Shichalin, former assistant_professor ofthe Chair of Classical philology. As well as being ateaching institute it is responsible for publishing works
related to Classical philology and Ancieni History and alsofor editing a journal devoted to Classics teaching in
Russia.+

while it is certainly the case that the ord educational
establishments are reluctant to break with traditional
educational structures, the rapid growth of the private
sector is a case for optimism. It is of course impossible to
forsee exactly the course this will take, but it is at least apromising beginning.

NOTES

ra The Academy was founded about 16g5. There was a Greek andLatin class and also a scriptory fo. 
"opyi"g 

gr."f. USS. Sophroniosand Ioannikios Lichoudes wer. ,ro,, u, 
"- 

iru*. of fact, the firstreachers of Greek and Latin in Russia Uv ,frriii-., although theAcademy was the first government educational institute.r The reform of the wtrole^ educational ,Vri"rn 
""a".,aken by theRussian governmenr in..r!o4 u. u pur,;i;;;r, programme ofreforming social and politicai tife h Russia.z An unmarked oral examination (sometim", .u.., .orrtrirring a writ_ten part) the only result of wtrich is the ,pa.s.d7rrot prssed, remark inthe livret. It is usually translated into f.- 

'_-';.p..uve,as 
opposedto'examen,.

3 The word ,academical, when applied to an institute signifies aresearch cenrre in rhe network ofthi Acaaemf oi i.ierces ofRussia.4 The first issue is to co_m_e our in April. ffriJ;."."a bears the title.MUSEUM GRAECO-LATINUM'.
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Truth in the Greek and Rornan Historians

John Percival

At the end of St. John's Gospel (zr.z4), after a story about
the disciple himself, there is a sort of statement of authen-
ticity which seems to be intended to cover, not only this
particular story, but the Gospel as a whole:

This is the disciple which testifieth of these things, and
wrote these things: and we know that his testimony is

true.

The statement recalls an earlier one, inserted into
John's account of the Crucifixion:

And he that saw it bare record, and his record is true.
(rs.as)

In both cases what is being claimed is factual accur-
acy: the record is 'true' in the sense that the events
recorded really did happen, and the appeal to the
evidence of an eye-witness ('he that saw it') recalls the
similar appeal of Thucydides in his first book ('either I
was present myself at the events which I have des-
cribed, or else I heard them from eye-witnesses'). (r.zz)

To assume, though, that factual accuracy is all that is
at stake here would be to take too simple a view, and
even a cursory glance through the rest of the Gospel
will show that its concept of truth is much deeper and
more complex than this. The words 'my record is true'
are used in Chapter 8 (v.r4) by Jesus himself in an
encounter with the Pharisees, who take exception to his
claims about himself and question his right to make
them. Having made the claim, he goes on to explain that
he is not dealing in truth as they understand it, the truth
(for example) established in a court of law. His truth
does not need to be established, but merely proclaimed;
it is not a quality of what he says, but of what he is, and
they are asked to believe it on this basis and not on the
basis of its factual accuracy.

A passage in which this is made even more explicit is

the one in Chapter 18 where Jesus apn':ars before
Pilate, and is asked to say (yes or no) whether he is a
king. His reply is equivocal, because (as he explains) he
and Pilate are talking on two different levels, and he
ends with the following statement:

To this end was I born, and for this cause came I into
the world, that I should bear witness unto the truth.
Everyone that is of the truth heareth my voice. (r8.lZ)

The word 'witness', and indeed the word 'truth' itself are
appropriate in the sense that we are here in a judicial
situation, if not in an actual court of law. But the truth and
the witness are something far different from what a lawyer
would understand. Pilate's aim is to establish the facts,
and to get at the truth in this sense; and he expects his
witness to assist him in this aim. But what he is offered is

not facts but an idea embodied in a person, and it is at this
point that he gives.up. Once again he asks a question -
'What is truth?'- but in Bacon's words he does not (stay

for an answer'.
My purpose here is not to offer any new thoughts about

Biblical criticism, but simply to provide an introduction to
some thoughts about the Greek and Roman writers of
history. I want to look at the attitude of those writers to
truth, and one of the points I want to make is the rather
obvious one that the concept of truth is a very broad one
and one which has to be re-defined in different contexts
and for different people. The point of starting with the
Gospel is that here the concept is stretched iust about to its
limit, partly in that the writer (to use Livy's expression) 'is
mixing the human with the divine', and partly in that the
writer's subject (and perhaps even the writer himself) is
claiming, not merely to speak, but to embody the truth in
his own being. This goes a good deal further than any of
the Greek and Roman writers are prepared to go, but it
does, I think, put them into perspective, and it may
perhaps discourage us from adopting too narrow an ap-
proach towards them.

The quote from Livy about 'mixing the human with the
divine' occurs, of course, in the middle of his Preface,
where he is facing up to the point that the traditional
material available for the earliest period of Rome's history
is more a matter of attractive but fanciful stories than of
sound historical record Qtoeticis magis decora fabulis quam
incorruptis rerum gestarum monumenrls). For him this is not
a problem; it is something to which he attaches no great
importance (haud in magno equidem ponam discrimine), and
he does not see it as his task to assess such material and
either accept or reject it. It adds a certain grandeur to these
early times, he says, and he then continues:

If it should be allowed to any people to cons6crate their
origins and attribute them to divine agencies, then such
is the glory in war of the Roman people that when they
claim Mars as the parent of themselves and their
founder all nations of the world should accept this as

readily as they accept their rule. (Praefatio,6)

To say that people should accept the claim is to say that,
in some sense, the claim is true, and this is precisely what
Livy zs saying. He clearly doesn't believe in its literal
truth, because when he comes, in his main narrative, to the
birth of Romulus and Remus he makes it plain that in his
view this was yet another case of a girl trying to talk herself
out of trouble:

Either because she believed it, or because a god was a

more honourable agent of her disgrace, she named
Mars as the father of her dubious offspring. (I.4)
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ln In other words, he goes rather beyond his stated inten_
tion of neither accepting nor rejecting such stories and
actually rejects it, at least on this lever. on another revel,
however, he wants to keep it, because it says something
that he wzrnts to say, and in this sense has a truth that is
worth holding on to. It es true that the Romans are the sons
of Mars: one has only to look at their record in war to
accept this. If a poet were to use the phrase we would
know what he meant, and would not say that he was telling
Iies or that he was being inaccurate or misleading. AnJ
Livy, here as elsewhere in his work, is speaking 

", " 
po.t.

The point I am making here is that Livy,sloncept of
historical truth is rather wider than mere facrual 

"..rri".y,not because he has no regard for factual accuracy, but, to
put it crudely, because he has regard for other things as
well. In this, of course, he is not alone: indeed, it would be
hard to think of any historical writer in antiquity who does
not, either explicitly or implicitly, allow himself to go
beyond the established facts of a situation and indulge in
imaginative reconstruction of one kind or another. W.here
Livy is unusual is in his refusal to make any claim to the
contrary, and whereas most other writers either parade
their concern for accuracy or (more commonly) berate
their predecessors for their lack of it, he alone of the major
historians refrains from such pretensions and makes it
fairly clear that it is not his primary concern. It could be
said, of course (and indeed has been said by many of his
critics), that this is painfully obvious at various points in
his work, where he shows what by modern standards is a
very careless attitude rowards details which he could easily
have checked and put right. Against this, and in his
favour, it can at least be said that although he is not always
very good on facts he does not claim to be so, and perhaps
also that he is well aware of the deficiency, and therefore
not particularly concerned to remedy it.

The question this leaves us with, as far as the other
writers are concerned, is why, since all of them to a greater
or lesser extent fail to live up to it, do they generally set up
accuracy as an ideal? Why does Tacitus make his famous
claim at the beginning of the Annals that he will write
without taking sides and without becoming emotionally
involved (if that is what sine ira et studio means), when it is
patently obvious that hardly a paragraph in his work is
wholly dispassionate or objective? Why is polybius so
scathing about the carelessness and gullibility of earlier
writers, when so often, simply within his own text and
without any outside help, we can show him to have been
guilty of the same failings? !7hy does Thucydides make
such a fuss in I.zz about eye witness accounts which he has
checked and counter-checked, when there are whole sec_
tions of his narrative for which he has done n-othing of the
kind? Are these writers unaware of their inconsisteicy, are
they paying lip service to an ideal that they know they
cannot attain, or are they simply being dishonest?

It could, of course, be that the fault is with us, and that
we have failed to understand what they are saying and
(more importantly) what they are trying to do. Livy again
can perhaps provide a way in. Consider, for example,-the
passage inzz.7, in which he describes the way in which the
news of the defeat at Lake Trasimene was brought to

Rome. It has to be said, I think, that when we read th
passage (and many others like it) our instinctive respon:
to it is a literary one and not an historical one in our senrof the word. What I mean is that we don,t concer
ourselves with the details of the event: we d.on,t, that i
start noting down the facts, as we might (for examplt
when reading an account of a battle or the p.og..r, of
siege. S7e are struck, rather, by the power of the writinl
we are impressed by the way in which the atmosph..., th
'feel' of the situation, is conveyed, and if we make notes c
anything it is of the many little narrative and stylisti
touches which help to create the effect. S7e notice, pe.
haps, the way in which the news comes in bit by bit; th
bald nuntium cladis at the beginning, then the question
and the rising panic eliciting the equally bald officia
statement (pugna magna aicti sumus), the rumours an(
eventually the arrival of people with odd items of detai
and the gradual piecing together of the story. The tensior
is built up by the people,s insistent questioning, firsr o
each other and then of the new arrivals, and the restlest
wandering through rhe streets. The poignancy is empha.
sised by Livy's concentration on th; *o*..r, those whc
wait helplessly and whose greatest suffering is yet to come
The vividness of the scene is heightened by the changes o1
focus: first the crowd scene, then the more specifi. grorp,
of women, and finally the individual cases, as though the
camera were zooming in for a close_up. Now and then,
almost as though he can,t help himself, the narrator speaks
in the present tense, and in the one word ,rrnrrrrl ,you
could have seen', he pulls the reader almost literally into
what is happening.

The passage is a literary one, and we respond to it, as I
said, on a literary level. S7e think, perhaps, ofthe passage
in Aeneid g. 473-502, in which the news of the death of
Euryalus reaches the beleaguered Trojans, and more par_
ticularly Euryalus'mother. The drama of the episode, and
the dramatic form of its description, may set us thinking of
tragedy, with the women as a kind of tragic chorus
reacting, if not to a messenger speech, to something not
dissimilar. Livy's account is presumably wholly imagin_
ary, but this hardly seems ro matter; to say that it is
inaccurate, or unsubstantiated, is to miss the point, and to
say that it is untrue is simply wrong. Its truth lies, not in
its corresponding to ,what actually happened,, but in the
fact that it convinces on the level Jart, and thereby
elevates the episode from the particular to the universal.
Here, as in Vergil, we are not simply looking at one
community, one set of grieving mothers, but at human
society and at war in general. rffe don,t just read and make
notes: we identify. And we would not do so if the passage
were not true.

Passages such as this occur throughout the Greek and
Roman historical writers. One such is Thucydides 7. 69,in which we read of the thoughts and acrions of the
Athenian general Nicias on the eve of the great disaster in
Sicily. Again, we are dealing with a piece of imaginative
writing: it is highly unlikely that Thucydides had any
reliable record of what was done on this occasion, let alonl
what was going on in the mind of Nicias himself. More
probably, in writing it, he was drawing on his own
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experience - in Thrace, perhaps, at the time of the capture
of Amphipolis by Brasidas and his own failure to prevent
it. He, like Nicias, had known the loneliness of high
command, the feeling of abandonment by the politicians at
home, and the helplessness in the face of an impossible
situation. It is this that gives the passage its strength; like
Thucydides himself, we identify with Nicias in his predi-
cament, and what we respond to in the passage is its truth.

A similar passage, with a similar sense of foreboding,
occurs in Tacitus' account in Annals I.65-66 of the
campaigns of Caecina against Arminius and his Germans.
Again, it is a 'night before' scene; there is going to be a
battle the next day, and the Romans, in contrast to the
Germans, are tense and frightened. Now, it may well be
that the account here is based on stories and memories
from survivors, and we should not assume that Tacitus has
not checked them in order to arrive at an accurate record
of what happened (though equally, one has to say, it would
be rash to assume that he has). However that may be, the
point is that, as in Thucydides' passage about Nicias and
Livy's about Trasimene, what we respond to here is not
the details of the episode as 'facts', but the overall 'feel' of
the passage and the astonishing way in which Tacitus
conveys the atmosphere of the occasion. Night scenes, as

we know, are part of his repertoire, and he is a master of
the use of dreams and at expressing the irrational fears that
come in the small hours. Impressive, too, is the way in
which he makes not iust the enemy, but the whole land-
scaper the woods and the swamps, seem hostile. And he is
brilliant at exploiting the sights and sounds: the contrast
between the noisy celebrations of the Germans and the
subdued state of the Romans, with their desultory conver-
sation and their guttering campfires. The use of the word
inoalidi for 'guttering', transferred to the fires from the
troops themselves, is particularly striking, as is the symbo-
lism of the fires themselves. A loose horse, crashing into
the middle of a situation fraught with tension, comes as an
almost unbearable climax and destroys what little morale
there is. In the next paragraph Tacitus gives Caecina a

speech: unam in armis salutem . . . aictoribus decus gloriam.

Quae domi cara, quae in castris honesta, memorat. . . Like
Nicias in Thucydides 7, he is going through the motions;
and Tacitus, like Thucydides, is providing us with a

convincing account because from his own experience he
can identify totally with what is happening.

What we are talking about, in these and countless other
passages, is (on one level) literary or artistic truth. The
accounts may not be historically true in our sense of the
word - that is, they may not be an accurate account of what
actually happened - but that is not the point; what matters
is that they ring true, they/eel rig}:rt, they are convincing.
On this level, perhaps, it is enough simply to emphasise
once again the literary nature of Greek and Roman histori-
cal writing, the fact that historiography in antiquity is a
literary genre, differing from other genres (though not all)
in that it concerns itself with 'real' people and events
rather than imaginary or legendary ones, but literary
nevertheless and judged by literary criteria. In the words
of Aristotle, history deals with what happened, whereas
tragedy deals with what might have happened; the impli-

cation may be that tragedy is on a higher plane that
history, but the two are not seen as being different kinds of
activity. Literary truth, then, for history as well as tra-
gedy, is a valid and entirely respectable aim.

The willingness of the Greek and Roman writers of
history to settle for this kind of truth has occasionally led
to the suggestion that they have something in corunon
with, and can therefore be understood by reference to,
what we would call the historical novel. One's immediate
reaction is to dismiss the idea, and I think the reaction is
right: it cannot be true (can it?) that Mary Renault, say, or
Robert Graves are doing the same thing as Thucydides or
Tacitus. But even if we ultimately reject the idea there is
something to be said for staying with it for a moment or
two, if only to be sure that we are rejecting it for the right
reasons. To take a rather off-beat example, there was a

film during the r96o's called Spartacus, in which the hero
of the great slave revolt of 73 B.C. was played by Kirk
Douglas. Students flocked to see it, and its influence on
essays was quite marked, either for the good, in their
increased attention to detail or in their overall enthusiasm
for the subject, or for the bad, in their adoption of fictional
or actually mistaken items. One of the most worrying of
these was a conviction that a major part in the suppression
of the revolt, through diplomacy rather than military
action, was played by the aged and venerable Tiberius
Gracchus. Whether the film actually contained this piece
of misinformation, or whether the students had drawn the
wrong conclusion from the appearance of another man
with the same name, I never discovered; but it illustrates
my point. There is, as far as the historical novel (or film) is
concerned, no necessary conflict between (on the one
hand) a desire for factual accuracy and (on the other) a
striving after literary truth through imaginative writing.
Factual accuracy is important, in the sense that we criticise
a novel for lacking it and also in the sense that it contri-
butes to the truth of the novel as a work of art. On the
other hand, a historical novel which consisted solely of
accurate historical facts would be not a novel at all but an
antiquarian exercise, and tedious in the extreme. On some
people's reckoning, perhaps, it might qualify as history,
but one would hope that history is less antiquarian and less
tedious than this.

Ultimately, it could be argued, it depends on what
history is for: the truth to which the historian will aspire
will be not absolute, but relative to whether his aim is to
inform, to entertain, to improve, to inspire or whatever.
Livy's refusal to restrict himself to factual accuracy is a
direct result of his wish to do more than simply inform; so

far we have interpreted this as an acceptance of literary
truth, but it is clearly other things as well. If we read on in
lris Preface from the point where he says that the reliability
or otherwise of the early legends is not of great import-
ance, we find the following:

These and similar matters, whatever views and at-
titudes people may have to them, I do not myself regard
as being of any great importance. Rather, I would like
each person to give careful attention to the way of life,
the values, the men, and the civil and military skills
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whereby this empire was acquired and extende d. (prae_
fatio, 7)

In other words, what is important for Livy, as he goes
on to develop in the rest of the preface, is the moral and
political function of history, in his case the task of remind_
ing the Romans of their past greatness, in the hope of
reversing their decline into greed and immorality and
inspiring them with a new and greater pride in themselves.
In order to have any hope of succeeding in such an aim his
work will need, of course, to ring true, but again it is not
mere factual truth that he will be seeking but something
more and something different.

$7e can see him, if we like, as preaching a sermon. FIe
does, after all, quite explicitly use the past as a source of
models on which to base one,s behaviour, either by
imitating the good or avoiding the bad. Horatius at th;
bridge, Lucretia, Mucius Scaevola are for him what Abra_
ham, Solomon, Job are for the preacher at Matins or
Evensong; and what is important is not primarily the
historicity of the individuals or their actions but the moral
lessons to be derived from the stories about them. As I said
earlier, it is not that Livy, any more than the preacher, is
being irresponsible about truth or accuracy in the histori_
cal sense, but simply that another kind of truth, for the
moment at least, is more important. Of course we want
sermons to avoid factual mistakes, and we criticise them if
they contain such mistakes, or if the preacher misunder_
stands or misinterprets a key passage of scripture. presu_
mably, in theological colleges, as part of the training for
sermons, advice is given to be factually accurate, and to
make sure that if you give, for example, a translation of a
Greek word, or if you quote from T. S. Eliot, you get it
right. But congregations generally will not judge a ,..*on
on this basis, but rather on the message it contains or (in
some cases, perhaps) on the manner in which it is deli_
vered. And if Greeks and Romans judged their writers of
history on a similar basis, as I think they frequently (if not
regularly) did, we need to recognise this.

It is, after all, a much more widespread approach than
we are sometimes prepared to admit, and certainly appliesin secular as well as in religious contexts, in our own
culture as well as in earlier ones. Until perhaps thirty years
ago our first history lessons at school consisted, as often as
not, of stories with moral lessons attached to them: King
Alfred and the cakes, Robert the Bruce and the spider, anl
the little Dutch boy who put his finger in the dyke. This
was not in itself a bad thing, and if (as I assume) it has now
stopped, it is not necessarily an improvement. The fact is
that any country) indeed any organisation, takes pains to
teach its own history and traditions to its young or to its
new recruits, and tends to do so, to a greater or lesser
extent, in a moral or political way in order to instil an
understanding of, and loyalty to, its own values. W.hat we

need to remind ourselves is that Flistory, though for u:
may be primarily an academic subject and therefore tojudged by academic rules and standards, is for m<
normal people (and has been for as long as historians ha
existed) something very different. I am not talking herea distinction between professionals and amateurs,
berween sophisticated and less sophisticated people: r
difference is not, for example, like that betweer peop
who appreciate Schoenberg and those who p..f.. VDoonican. The fact is thaiHistory, for most people
most periods, has a social rather than an intellectu
function. It is the means (or one of the means) wheret
individuals identify with the group or groups to whir
they belong, whether those group, U. rrtiorr, regiment
schools or sporrs clubs, and thereby establish and becon
aware of their own identity. This is an important functior
and if academic history has lost it then something impoi
ant has been lost.

_ What I am nor saying is that the kind of history writteby the Greek and Roman historians is consciouslv c
unconsciously biased, still less that its authors *orld,
they had been aware of what they were doing and able t
change it, have wanted to do it differently. Both of thes
assumptions are regularly made, and both of them,
think, are mistaken. They lead, in fact, to a third assump
tion: that if these writers were aware of what they werdoing and made no effort to change it, then they mus
somehow have been reprehensible. In what I happen trthink is one of the very best books on ancient historiogra
phy, Peter Walsh,s Liay: his Historical Aims and Methods
there is a passage in which the decrine in the standards o
historical writing after Thucydides is noted and deploredIt concludes with these words:

This is not the prace to discuss detailed reasons for suct
a retrogression, but they are undoubtedly connected
with the growth of the schools of rhetoric which fol_
lowed upon the activities of the sophists. From these
developed theories of ,rhetorical, history aiming ar
effects not always compatible with truth.
This, it seems to me, is too narrow an approach. It

evaluates the ancient historical writers by reference to the
standards of modern academic history, and judges them
far more harshly than one would (for example) the writers
in another literary tradition such as lyric poetry or satire.In so far as it sees them through anci.nt^eyes, it does so
through the distorting medium of the Socratic prejudice
against rhetoric, which is uncritically accepted as being
'incompatible' with truth. The important question, here
(as with Pilate) left unanswered, is .What is truth?,
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